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These few examples result from a brief inspection by NEFA of a recently logged area in compartment 327 on 

the Richmond Range.  The Forestry Corporation are continuing to degrade a sick forest already suffering 

from Bell Miner Associated Dieback.  Bell Miners now dominate the avifauna over most of the compartment 

and have driven away most other bird species (including many threatened species), and are likely to have 

affected populations of other species such as Koalas. The further opening up of the canopy and destruction 

of the rainforest understorey still present in some areas, with further facilitate the spread of lantana and 

increase dominance of the site by Bell Miners – not that NSW Government agencies care.  

If logging elsewhere in the compartment is proposed, please note that it has now been identified as a Koala 

Intermediate Use Area and thus token feed trees need to be retained  - better late than never.  

NEFA objects to any of this information being passed onto the Forestry Corporation as we have reason to 

expect that they will interfere with any evidence, particularly by removing Koala scats. 

Creek Pollution 

On 327/4 Road, in the vicinity of crossings G and F, there has been extensive soil disturbance and stream 

pollution along a second order creek. An old logging road has been used, though one section on the creek 

bank has been reconstructed with extensive earthworks, gravel has been dumped in one crossing and soil 

has been pushed over a rotten and collapsed gully stuffer on another crossing. 

At one point (471465 6829468, photos below) where the road has been constructed on the creek bank, 

following the edge of the creek, extensive earthworks have been undertaken with the spoil simply bulldozed 

into the creek bed, much of the soil has already washed away leaving rocks behind (below). 

 



At crossing F (471480 6829506) the crossing consists of large gravel dumped in the creek bed.  Already large 

amounts of gravel have been washed downstream filling the creek bed for many metres (photo below, on 

left). An overflow channel near here was used as the road without any armouring and has been extensively 

disturbed.  At crossing G an old crossing consisting of rotten and collapsed gully stuffers was used (471521 

6829596, photo below on right).  There has already been extensive erosion of the soil pushed onto the gully 

stuffers into the creek.  A cross drain on one side of the crossing drains directly into the creek and is also 

discharging significant volumes of soil into the creek. 

  

 

Koala 

6 Tallowwood trees were found with Koala scats beneath them, 4 of them in one heavily logged and 

disturbed area.  All the scats found in the later area were old, indicating that Koalas deserted the site when it 

was logged.  NEFA suspects this was likely to be a Koala High Use Area, though due to the heavy disturbance 

this was not able to be substantiated.  One of the four trees, and many other nearby Tallowwoods, had been 

logged and the extensive soil disturbance and debris precluded searching.  The four trees consisted of 2x2 

sequential trees making compartment 327 a Koala Intermediate Use Area. 

LOCATIONS OF TALLOWWOOD TREES FOUND WITH KOALA SCATS: 

Koala Scats (no) Species MGAs (GDA94) 

Easting Northing 

1 Tallowwood 471208 6829314 

3 Tallowwood 471261 6829210 

4 Tallowwood 471678 6829802 

4 Tallowwood 471688 6829798 

2 Tallowwood 471697 6829774 

12 Tallowwood 471695 6829731 

 



  

Rock Outcrop 
At one locality (471668 6829797) a major sandstone rock outcrop had logging operations extend right to the 

base of its scree slope without application or marking of a 20m buffer.  It is expected that many similar 

breaches occur elsewhere in the logging area. 

  



Dieback 

Bell Miner Associated Dieback is widespread in both compartments and all surrounding forests, including 

within the Richmond Range National Park as it has mostly been logged in this vicinity. Thousands of trees 

have already died in this vicinity and many thousands look in a parlous state.  Bell Miners now dominate the 

avifauna over most of this part of the Richmond Range and have driven away most other diurnal bird species 

(including many threatened species), and, because of their aggressive mobbing, are likely to have affected 

populations of other species such as Koalas. The further opening up of the canopy and destruction of the 

rainforest understorey still present in some areas, will further facilitate the spread of lantana and increase 

dominance of the site by Bell Miners.  The forest is already in a pitiful state and this logging will significantly 

exasperate the problem.  The Forestry Corporation should be ashamed of themselves for stuffing up such 

important forests, and the EPA should be ashamed of themselves for facilitating such logging and ignoring 

the problem (despite pretending they will one day stop denying it and may even do something about it). 

Below are photos of dying forest logged in adjacent stands a couple of years ago. Note that intensive burning 

has promoted bladey grass and stopped regeneration but the forest is still full of bell miners and still dying. 

 


